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The data

The data come from the Swiss 
national accounts, they are 
available for 12 consumption 
functions in the COICOP 
classification over the period 
1980-2005.

The definition of the private 
consumption is the national 
one, it means that the 
expenditure from resident 
abroad are included in the 
function. This is also the case 
for the price index which takes 
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into consideration both the 
evolution of prices in 
Switzerland and outside of the 
country. For the last one the 
Statistical office considers the 
price index from the 12 
countries the most visited by 
resident in Switzerland.  

For the estimation we had to 
aggregate these functions 
which are the following
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Produits alimentaires,boissons, 
tabacs 
Articles d'habillement et 
chaussures 
Logement, eau, gaz, électricité 
et autres combustibles 
Meubles, articles de ménage et 
entretien courant du foyer 
Santé 
Transports &Communications 
Loisirs, culture et 
Enseignement 
Autres biens et services 

1. Food, beverage, tobacco
2. Clothing and footwear
3. Housing, water, 
electricity, gas

4. Furnishing, household 
equipment

5.Health
6. Transport and 
communication

7.Leisure, culture and 
education

8.Other goods and 
services
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Stability in the consumption 
for food and beverage
Increase in the consumption 
for housing, water, electricity 
and gas and also for Health
Decline in the consumption of 
Clothing and furnishing

The systems of consumption 
functions

1. Linear expenditure system
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2. Almost ideal demand 
system
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3. Perhaps adequate demand 
system 

We used the TSP software for 
the estimations.
 
Results
Mean values 
Income elasticities
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Compensated price elasticities

LuxeLuxeLuxeOther goods and services

LuxeLuxeLuxeLeisure, culture and education

LuxeLuxeLuxeTransport and communication

Inferior
goodsNormalNormalHealth

NormalLuxeLuxeFurnishing, household equipment

NormalNormalNormalHousing, water, electricity, gas

NormalNormalLuxeClothing and footwear

NormalNormalNormalFood, beverage, tobacco

PADSAIDSLESConsumption functions
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LES

All direct elasticities are < 0
All crossed elasticities are > 0
What is expected with the LES

AIDS

-0.30390.21490.23450.06280.19550.04780.21590.09648

0.0484-0.58360.07630.02040.06360.01560.07020.03137

0.07030.1014-0.60220.02960.09220.02260.10190.04556

0.01290.01870.0204-0.18540.01700.00420.01880.00845

0.04570.06600.07200.0193-0.53440.01470.06630.02964

0.02620.03780.04130.01100.0344-0.13700.03800.01703

0.05300.07660.08350.02240.06960.0170-0.57950.03432

0.04730.06820.07440.01990.06200.01520.0685-0.26241
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Three direct compensated price 
elasticities are > 0, for food 
consumption, for housing, 
water and electricity and for
Furnishing.
PADS
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-0.12070.4901-0.06370.0998-0.16790.1909-0.1427-0.26128

1.1702-3.61450.91560.97590.29810.19450.3832-0.28587

-0.11860.7885-0.3276-0.26300.3470-0.1279-0.2288-0.04526

0.15360.7198-0.2253-1.3190-0.04090.21270.20990.28515

-0.58590.44590.6028-0.08290.3995-1.02400.08420.17734

0.17260.0777-0.05930.1153-0.27350.0890-0.0807-0.03243

-0.52250.5954-0.41270.44210.0875-0.3136-0.53440.66982

-0.3429-0.1563-0.02870.21130.0648-0.04440.23570.06671

87654321
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Two direct elasticities 
are > 0
For food, beverage and 
tobacco and for 
Housing, water and 
electricity.

Concerning the 
characteristics of the 
goods in term of 
substitutability or 
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complementarity the 
results are the same 
except for the links 
between :
functions 1 and 7
functions 2 and 4
functions 3 and 6,
as well as for the 
function 8 with almost 
all the other functions 
except 1, 5 and 7.
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Conclusion

The results are not very 
satisfactory neither for 
the AIDS nor for the 
PADS.
They give 
contradictory 
classification for the 
goods in term of 
complementarity or 
subsituability.
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Some compensated 
direct price elasticities 
are greater than zero

We wait on the new 
series from the Swiss 
statistical office which 
will be more 
disaggregated. 
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